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Abstract10

Showing that dependable embedded systems fulfil vital quality attributes, e.g. by conforming to11

relevant standards, can be challenging. For emerging and increasingly complex functions, such as12

connected automated driving (CAD), there is also a need to ensure that attributes such as safety,13

cybersecurity, and availability are fulfilled simultaneously. Furthermore, such systems are often14

designed using existing parts, including 3rd party components, which must be included in the quality15

assurance. This paper discusses how to structure the argument at the core of an assurance case16

taking these considerations into account, and proposes patterns to aid in this task. The patterns17

are applied in a case study with an example automotive function. While the aim has primarily18

been safety and security assurance of CAD, their generic nature make the patterns relevant for19

multi-concern assurance in general.20
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1 Introduction29

When releasing embedded dependability-critical electrical/electronic (E/E) systems on the30

market it is typically necessary to demonstrate that they are sufficiently safe. This is often31

done by showing compliance to a functional safety standard. A key design strategy to32

successfully show the product is safe is to keep the safety-related part of the system as33

small and simple as possible. While this is still desirable, the technological development34

is inexorably moving towards higher complexity even for safety-related functionality. One35

example is automated driving systems (ADS) [17], i.e. functions enabling what is commonly36

referred to as self-driving or autonomous vehicles. For such functions it is difficult to keep37

the safety-related part small and isolated as the goal of the function is to drive safely, a task38

which by necessity involves many of the vehicle’s sensory, control and actuator subsystems.39

With this complexity, it becomes more difficult to convincingly show that a product is40

safe. A further complication is that safety cannot be treated in isolation in the presence of41

other quality attributes (QAs) that may affect safety properties. For instance, it is expected42

that most ADS equipped vehicles are also connected in order to increase performance of43

the functionality, e.g. an ADS that exchanges information with surrounding vehicles and44
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3:2 Argument Patterns for Multi-Concern Assurance . . .

roadside infrastructure (traffic lights, signs, roadside sensors) will have a better world model45

and be able to make better and less defensive driving decisions. However, adding connectivity46

to enable connected automated driving (CAD) also increases the security risks. A hacker47

may compromise the ADS remotely to e.g. circumvent its safety mechanisms. Hence, to48

demonstrate that the function is safe it is also necessary to show that all security risk that49

may compromise safety have been treated. This extends to arbitrarily many interrelated50

concerns, e.g. it might be necessary to consider availability of the function to make sure51

safety and security mechanisms do not lower availability of the function in a way that makes52

the business case unviable.53

Safety for vehicle E/E functions is typically demonstrated by showing conformance to the54

ISO 26262 standard [8], through a safety case consisting of artefacts resulting from complying55

to all its normative requirements. The implicit argument is that standard conformance56

itself is proof of safety. However, making an explicit argument showing the product-specific57

safety-rationale within the overall framework of the standard can aid both development58

engineers and safety assessor [3]. For this work our premise is that such an argument is even59

more important - even if the standards may not mandate it - when the complexity increases,60

for instance when showing simultaneous conformance to several standards each representing61

a different QA, also called multi-concern assurance, or when including components developed62

out-of-context by 3rd party suppliers.63

Our contribution in this paper is a discussion and proposed patterns for simultaneously64

covering the dimensions of (1) multiple concerns, (2) standards conformance, (3) element-65

out-of-context, and (4) system lifecycle in an argument for a multi-concern assurance case. A66

danger with such multi-dimensional arguments is that it becomes unwieldy and incompre-67

hensible, thus failing to fill its basic purpose, something we attempt to overcome with a clear68

and regular structure. We also develop such an argument in a case study relevant for CAD.69

In work related to ours, others have suggested patterns for ISO 26262 arguments70

[4][5][7][13][15][16]. Most of these provide more detailed patterns that could be combined with71

what we are proposing, but in some cases also have a somewhat different way of organizing the72

argument. However these are for safety only. Taguchi et al. [19] discuss and show patterns73

for different ways of integrating safety and security, which may be done by combining the two74

concerns, treating them totally separately, or by handling interdependencies in different ways.75

In this work we use what Taguchi calls a bi-directional reference process pattern as a multi-76

concern pattern, but also combine it with the other dimensions we discuss. Work focused77

on co-engineering and how to capture trade-offs between concerns in the argumentation has78

also been done [1][12][6]. In contrast our work is about structuring the assurance case to79

capture information about intra-concern dependencies together with the other mentioned80

argument dimensions, not how to handle trade-offs or co-engineering.81

2 Argument Dimensions82

Here we elaborate on the implication of taking the four dimensions mentioned in Sec. 1 into83

account. As we focus on dependability aspects and standards conformance, the conceptual84

V-model used in e.g. many functional safety standards is used to illustrate the lifecycle. In85

Fig. 1, a triple V-model highlighting the aspects of nominal function, safety and cybersecurity86

is shown. While some standards and work processes prefer other models, e.g. to highlight87

iterative aspects more clearly, we note that interpreted as a dependency chain rather than88

a timeline, the concepts expressed in the V-model are usually applicable, i.e. there is an89

overall function concept which is refined to implementable components, and tested in several90
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integration levels. When a version of the product is completed, the process is repeated to91

add new functionality for the next version, while the current version goes into production92

and maintenance phases. In functional safety standards such as ISO 26262 [8], results from93

all design and verification steps are collected in a safety case, which must be complete94

and consistent for each product version. When treating several concerns the general term95

assurance case is used instead. In this section we discuss the rationale behind the four96

dimensions and return to the patterns in the next section.97

Figure 1 V-model with safety and security attributes and a multi-concern assurance case.

2.1 Lifecycle98

As standards and/or company-specific work processes typically prescribe specific development99

lifecycles, making the lifecycle stages evident in the argument makes it easier to relate the100

argument to the design process, and thereby show that the risk of introducing systematic101

faults is sufficiently reduced throughout the lifecycle. In other words, showing the lifecycle in102

the argument reduces the risks due to misunderstandings and omissions originating from bad103

mapping between argument and the actual development work. Furthermore there is often a104

distinction of product and process arguments in standards. Process arguments also include105

e.g. management practices that are not specifically tied to the product. In our pattern we106

make a separation of these for increased clarity.107

2.2 Standards Conformance108

The argument should also preferably reflect if the assurance case shall show conformance to a109

standard (this is also called a conformance case). Our patterns are designed to be compatible110

with the V-model used in e.g. many functional safety standards. While the patterns create111

the general structure for the argument, the claims must be instantiated for the specific112

quality attribute and supported by more low-level claims and supporting evidence. These113

sub-claims can in many cases be requirements directly from the standard. Thus conformance114

is not a separate pattern, rather the phases and modules used in our patterns are suitable for115

combining with standard requirements. Using a tool allowing compliance mapping between116
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3:4 Argument Patterns for Multi-Concern Assurance . . .

standard requirements and the argument, e.g. OpenCert [14], it is even possible to track117

that all standard requirements have been fulfilled within the framework of the argument.118

2.3 Concerns and Their Interplay119

If two quality attributes are independent, i.e. fulfilling one can never impact the other, the120

only aspect of multi-concern assurance compared to separate conformance to the concerns121

is possible synergies to reduce the assurance work, e.g. joint testing using the same test122

frameworks (co-verification in Fig. 1). However, typically interplay in the form of potential123

dependencies, conflicts or synergies between the concerns exist and must be identified and124

resolved in the multi-concern argument. Again, the analysis of interplay between concerns125

must cover the entire product lifecycle to make sure conflicts do not appear in any design126

stage or even after production. For instance, security concerns may make over-the-air (OTA)127

updates necessary so that security holes uncovered long after the product is released can be128

fixed, but this makes it necessary to make sure OTA updates cannot compromise safety. We129

therefore include argument for interplay in our patterns. It should be noted that interplay130

arguments can become unwieldy if many dependent concerns are treated since the possible131

combinations quickly grows with number of QAs. Based on [11] as well as own experience,132

we also claim that specifying well-defined interaction points between concerns (co-analysis in133

Fig. 1) is preferable to processes integrating several concerns.134

2.4 Component Structure135

In many domains, including automotive, the most common way to build new features is to136

integrate parts from suppliers, or reusing existing components. These must be included in137

the assurance case for the new feature. A supplier may also sell the same part to several138

customers and even develop it before having any requirements from an OEM. The supplier139

may then construct their own assurance case for their part, using assumptions on its use,140

i.e. an assumed context. In ISO 26262, this is called a safety-element-out-of-context. We141

generalize the concept and use the term element-out-of-context (EooC), which may have an142

assurance case for multiple concerns. When integrating the EooC in the complete feature,143

there must be a bridge between the feature and EooC assurance cases explaining how the144

part developed for the assumed context will also fulfil the requirements for the actual feature145

in the real context.146

3 Putting it Together in Argument Patterns147

3.1 Pattern Notation148

We use the argumentation structure defined in ISO/IEC 15026-2:2011 [9] which is illustrated149

on the left hand side of Fig. 2. In this standard, an argument consists of one or more top-level150

claims supported by sub-claims, evidence, and/or assumptions through an argument detailing151

how these underlying components support the top-level claim. Sub-claims must be supported152

in the same way; the argument can be arbitrarily many levels with evidence and assumptions153

as leaf nodes. The choice of top-level claims must be supported by a justification, as must154

an argument (at any level) have a justification for how underlying components support a155

(sub-)claim. The standard is agnostic as to how the arguments are represented. In this paper156

we use the GSN notation [18], which provides an illustrative graphical representation, to157

show our proposed patterns. The GSN notation corresponding to the 15026-2 concepts are158
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shown to the right in Fig. 2; in GSN a claim is called a goal, an argument is called strategy159

and evidence is called a solution.160

Figure 2 ISO/IEC 15026-2:2011 argument and corresponding GSN notation.

In addition to the basic notation we use some extensions to GSN. The modular extensions161

are helpful for managing the complexity of large arguments, and the extensions allowing162

for abstraction are used to express generic argument patterns. Fig. 3 shows the GSN163

elements used in this paper. (a) Module is used to represent a separate sub-argument which164

is used either in a module view which is a special overview diagram in GSN showing only165

relationships between such modules, or to show that a goal is supported by an entire argument166

contained in a separate module. (b) Contract is used when a goal will be supported in a167

yet unspecified module and is used to provide decoupling. The contract module itself is168

used to provide a glue argument showing how the argument in a module (which might e.g.169

be provided for a re-usable component) fulfils the goal which was to be supported by the170

contract. (c) Away goal repeats a goal made in another module in the argument of a local171

module in order to show dependencies between goals in different modules. The away goal172

also identifies the module where the original goal can be found. The (d) InContextOf arrow173

is used in a way proposed by the AMASS project [2], which is to show that fulfillment of174

a goal in one concern is dependent on fulfillment of a goal in another concern. (e) Option175

is used to denote alternatives to satisfy a relationship, while (f) optional arrow is used for176

an optional relationship, and (g) many arrow denotes a one-to-many relationship with the177

cardinality shown next to the arrow. A goal can also be (h) uninstantiated which means178

it is an abstract element that needs to be replaced by a concrete instance. Words within179

{brackets} in the argument are tokens to be instantiated, e.g. {Goal} could be instantiated180

as LaneKeepingAssist is acceptably safe as a top-level goal in the safety argument for a lane181

keeping assist vehicle feature. (i) Undeveloped means a goal which is not yet fully supported,182

i.e. it needs to be developed by completing the argument beneath it. Goals can be both183

undeveloped and uninstantiated at the same time. Finally, (j) context is part of the basic184

GSN notation and is used to provide contextual information needed for interpreting the goal185

or strategy it is attached to. These concepts are more fully described in the GSN community186

standard version 2 [18]. All GSN figures in the rest of the paper are produced with the187

OpenCert tool [14]1.188

1 Some modifications of the figures produced by the tool have been made for improved readability.
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Figure 3 GSN extensions used in the paper.

3.2 Overall Argument Structure and Lifecycle189

We organize the overall argument as shown in the GSN modules view in Fig. 4. The top190

level claim will be that the system (or EooC which we return to in Sec. 3.5) fulfils all quality191

attributes that have been defined for it. A pattern for the topmost module of Fig. 4 is shown192

in Fig. 5; this pattern references modules for all QAs and interplay arguments relevant for193

the product. The concept phase is where initial concept (e.g. item definition in ISO 26262)194

is defined and risk evaluation is performed (e.g. hazard analysis & risk assessment (HA&RA)195

and definition of safety goals in ISO 26262). In the concept phase there will be separate196

modules for each QA and for interplay between all QAs where relevant, e.g. safety and security197

are not independent and therefore should have an interplay module if they are two of the198

defined QAs. The rest of the argument is organized according to lifecycle with one module per199

logical element on the functional concept stage, one module per component on the technical200

concept/system design stage and modules for software and hardware development for each201

component. There are separate modules to deal with management and post-development202

issues such as production, maintenance and decommissioning. These stages are typical for203

a V-model. The number of abstraction levels may vary but is easy to adapt as the basic204

structure in each level is the same.205

3.3 Concerns206

For each quality attribute, a pattern for developing this concern in the concept phase is207

shown in Fig. 6. The strategy is to use a specified lifecycle, often from a standard, with208

adequate measures for the QA. The sub-goals are optional depending on the QA, but typical209

components of the argument is: risk mitigation by using an analysis method and introducing210

requirements specifying the risks to be avoided (and in many standards the level of risk211

reduction is quantified with an integrity level [10]); adequate management and operations212

and maintenance (OaM) practices; and confirmation measures, e.g. review of analysis results.213

Following the goal {QA} requirements introduced to reduce {QA} risks from one of214

the leaf nodes in Fig. 6 is a pattern, shown in Fig. 7, for making sure these quality215

attribute requirements have also been correctly implemented. This pattern provides a way216

to create a rationale around each QA requirement showing that it has been correctly refined,217

implemented and verified. The pattern contains goals for refining the QA requirements to the218

next abstraction level where the pattern will be repeated again for all refined requirements.219

The refinement goals are optional as they are obviously not applicable on the lowest refinement220

level while the verified goal is applicable (and mandatory) on all levels.221
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Figure 4 Modules view of system or element-out-of-context.

Figure 5 Pattern for top-level multi-concern argument.

CERTS 2019
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Figure 6 Pattern for a quality attribute.

Figure 7 Pattern for a QA requirement at any abstraction level.
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3.4 Interplay222

Interplay can be argued between two or more QAs in each interplay module depending on223

which methods are found most suitable for interplay in each case. However, it must be evident224

that all relevant combinations of QAs are taken into account. The pattern, shown in Fig.225

8, establishes that management practices for interplay are in place and that dependencies226

between QAs are found and introduced in the QA requirement hierarchy. This was shown in227

Fig. 7 as an away goal for a requirement, indicating an interplay dependency. Similar to228

how QA requirements were handled, the pattern in Fig. 9 then makes sure these interplay229

dependencies are also refined in lower abstraction levels of the design.230

Figure 8 Pattern for an interplay.

3.5 Element-out-of-Context231

The final pattern is the glue between in-context feature and element-out-of-context mentioned232

in Sec. 2.4. This pattern, shown in Fig. 10, simply connects in-context QAs with the same233

QA for the EooC, but establishes that an argument showing their compatibility needs to be234

developed. An analogous pattern (not shown) can be used for the interplay, i.e. it is also235

necessary to ascertain that the relevant interplay dependencies are covered in the EooC. A236

component in any abstraction level can be an EooC, which means the EooC will contain the237

argument from that abstraction level down.238

4 Case Study239

As a case study we use a positioning element (PE) for CAD which needs to conform to both240

functional safety and cybersecurity standards. PE is designed as an element-out-of-context241

(EooC) and can thus be used for various functions. As it is aimed at the automotive domain,242

CERTS 2019
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Figure 9 Pattern for an interplay refinement.

Figure 10 Pattern for a contract between system/component and an element-out-of-context.
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Figure 11 Demonstrator with model cars using the PE (inset) for navigation.

ISO 26262 is used as safety standard and a working draft of ISO/SAE 214342 for cybersecurity.243

Fig. 11 (inset) shows the hardware for PE containing a satellite navigation receiver which244

is used in conjunction with correction data for enhanced precision. To complete the use245

case, PE is matched to the hypothetical context of an ADS feature - highway autopilot,246

where it is used to provide accurate absolute (i.e. on a map) position. Fig. 11 also shows a247

demonstrator environment for this feature with autonomous model cars.248

A detailed description of the function is beyond the scope of this paper; however, it has249

functional requirements which are analyzed for safety and security risks according to both250

standards, resulting in safety goals (top-level safety requirements) and security goals. A251

simplified version of one functional requirements is: The automated driving mode may only be252

activated on roads certified for ADS vehicles. The ISO 26262 HA&RA results in safety goals253

for the ADC. A safety goal related to the stated requirement is: ADC may only be activated254

on certified roads3. Since the function is only designed to work within the parameters given in255

the functional requirement, its behavior is undefined if enabled anywhere else, thus resulting256

in high risk of harm. For cybersecurity, a threat analysis and risk assessment (TA&RA) is257

used to elicit security goals. A security goal with a dependency to the mentioned safety goal258

is: Integrity protection against spoofing to fulfil ADC may only be activated on certified roads.259

For space reasons the entire argument for the case study cannot be shown. However,260

Fig. 12 shows some parts of interest: (a) dependence between the safety and security goals261

discussed above; (b) the same dependence refined to functional level, (c) example of where262

requirements from ISO 26262 have been connected to the assurance case (HA&RA forms a263

tree of its own ending in requirements from the standard, this tree has been automatically264

generated to a module), and (d) reference to the contract between function and positioning265

EooC.266

5 Conclusions267

In this paper, our goal was to propose a structured way to build the argument for a multi-268

concern assurance case of a complex dependability-critical system such as a CAD function,269

2 A coming cybersecurity standard for the automotive domain.
3 The actual safety and security goals also have integrity levels but as they are not relevant for the

example we have omitted them.
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Figure 12 Snippets from argument for case study.

and demonstrate its feasibility by an example. Our claim is that the complexity can be270

managed by a traceable argument structure, with an attached rationale to every branching271

in order to keep track of the reasoning behind the design. With this structure the overall272

design can also be aggregated and contain re-usable components. The structure follows each273

concern, with dependencies at certain interaction points. The interaction can be predicted274

because the argument structure also reflects the development lifecycles of the concerns.275

When the interaction between the concerns is planned and limited, as we propose, there is a276

good possibility too keep the benefits from co-engineering, without the extra effort of high277

frequency interaction between different disciplines such as safety and security.278

It should be noted that even if a structured approach makes it easier to manage large279

complex systems, the approach would still require good tool support to be feasible as the280

arguments can become very large. Traceability and compliance management, management281

of argument modules, and automation of argument integrity checks are examples where282

tools are helpful. There is ample opportunity for automation, for instance detecting nodes283

that have not been developed or instantiated, or solution nodes with no references to actual284

evidence. Combination with semi-formal notations for goals/requirements to allow for even285

better control of structure and more checks for possible omissions is yet another possibility286

to increase automation opportunities. Some tools such as OpenCert already contain many of287

these features. Another issue we have not discussed in the paper is how to include assurance288

in the actual development workflow. For instance, today many organizations are adopting289

agile practices to allow for more frequent product updates. This is an issue we are currently290

exploring in our continued work.291
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